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I. Roll 
Jane Petzoldt 
Brian Baker 
David Granatstein 
Abby Seaman 
Sue Futrell 
Tom Green 
Grace Gershuny 
Paul Wolfe 
Jen Miller 
 

II. Update on white paper progress (15 Minutes) 
• Grace – not intended to be a peer reviewed research paper. Intended to raise awareness and 

get people thinking about the problems and solutions might be in our subject area. 
• Agreement on restricted circulation prior to the final copy being made available 
• Watermark pages with draft, make it clear that it’s not ready for circulation. 
• Needs more work before it’s at that stage. 
• Sue and Grace should be able to compile their work and should be done in the next week or 

two. 
• Brian – we should be sharing, at least internally. Of course we don’t want premature copies 

being circulated more widely. 
• What is the strategy for this to be circulated in searchable databases on agriculture. More 

formal types of publications that can be picked up by databases? 
• Roughed out publications or kinds of publications – different types of review processes.  
• Finding a way to publish it as a white paper under the auspices of one of the organizations 

involved in this working group.  
• Length would be a problem for some 
• ATRA catalogue – ag databases, shows up in google scholar. 
• Paul – NSAC has a blog, a large membership, could have a role ni publicizing 
• ATRA is a good, publicly available database.  
• ATRA is mostly aimed at practitioners more than policy-oriented things  
• The Organic Center – formal publication 
• Tom – is it better to line up a publication for March or risk it not being interesting for 

publication? 
• Do proceedings ever go into journals? Arrangement to publish proceedings of a symposium in a 

journal. 
• We could revisit list of publications and their publications. 
• Getting something out for this winter. 
• Not a white paper in the grey literature… 
• Anticipate needing to make substantial changes to it. Feature article, not necessarily peer 

reviewed, but photos and quotes. 
• Could get it in the formal published literature in our current route. Driving concern is having 

something for this winter. 
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• Suggest – focus for the next 30-60 days on preparing draft to circulate to the larger group. 
Towards the end of the period to put on call agenda to look at distribution and publication 
strategy and pull out the list of publications. Not tackle again until we have the first draft. 
 

III. 2nd Annual Priority Ranking Survey (15 Minutes) 
• Review priority list and add new priorities  
• Education priorities - #6 resources might already exist. Might instead make sense to develop a 

clearinghouse, ie. Making it easier for people to find materials that would be useful for both 
organic and IPM practitioners 

• Education section seems outside of the scope of the group. Rename “communications” 
• Not develop new resources, just new ways to reconnect them 
• Managing fertility to suppress diseases and pests – private sector. Applied research is needed to 

evaluate products being put forth in the private sector – huge potential, area that is largely 
unknown. “micronutrient” and “advancing ecoagriculture.” Abby agrees. 

• #6 needs to be clarified – provide examples to clarify range and scope of what is going on. Move 
into research sections. Provide exampels of what they’ve seen. 

#9 under management: surveying the literature to see what’s ready to be implemented. Move “to 
manage pests” to the end of the sentence.  
 
Still difficult to identify target audience and explain perspective. 
 

IV. Update from fire blight conference (David Granatstein, 15 Minutes) 
1.  

CERTIS USA for national researchers on fire blight. Unified message for growers, esp. organic 
growers, that they can share.  
Not exclusively on organic.  

i. Cosumen – another antibiotic not used in human health. EPA approved for general 
control of the disease in 2015. Streptomycin resistance has been documented. Will 
be helpful for conventional growers. Only labeled for petal fall. Blossom blight will 
not help later season infections.  

ii. IR-4 meeting – EPA recognizes antibiotics in animal ag is not the same as plants. 
Could help citrus greening. Streptomycin and oxytetracyclin have 5 year review for 
EPA. Some biological materials mode of action is antibiotics but different than 
spraying… 

iii. Dormant copper could be used a preventative strategy. Not causing rusetting 
iv. Ken Johnson, OSU, others in California doing monitoring program in blossoms. Could 

become a field tool in the future, not quite there yet. Did verify the disease model 
progression. Also demonstrates risk after full bloom. 

v. Conventional IPM mode of monitoring, economic thresholds, don’t apply well to fire 
blight. 

vi. Lyme sulfur is toxic to erwinia bacteria and it also has clear benefits for blossom 
thinning 

vii. Blossom protect – new product from Westbridge based on naturally occurring yeast, 
is providing fireblight control at the fieldscale in Calfironia and Washington. Not yet 
demonstrated in east and Midwest. Overgrowth can cause russet. Follow-up 
material to control yeast – research being done by Ken Johnson. 
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viii. Variety specificity and weather pattern differences lead to different results from 
rusetting. 

ix. All copper products have more russetting than control. Quicker drying of copper 
products leads to less phytotoxicity. 

x. Combinations – cueva (soluable copper) tested with serenade or double nickel. 
When the two are used together, the russet from the copper is less than copper 
product itself. 

xi. More focus on cultural methods. Extension trying to encourage cutting infected 
wood. Closer management of fertility, shoot growth reduced by apagy product, 
shown to reduce 

xii. CCOF Ken Johnson Nov. 21 organic fire blight management 
xiii. Ecofarm in January demonstration  
xiv. February MOSES 
xv.  

 
V. Action Items 

• North Central IPM Center RFA – Due December 12 
o Sue – Northeastern IPM Center has a section focused on IPM and organic. 
o What do people think about submitting to the northeastern center? Is anyone 

submitting a northeastern proposal? 
o  

• Priority ranking survey 
• Other items? 

o  
 
David will share notes. 
Jane will send around a note RE: northeastern IPM Center RFA 
May get a more favorable response from northeast 
 
Sue Futrell – Red Tomato could be able to do that. 
Best to have non-university entity to sign up.  
Issue – timing. 
Take a shot at NC for wg administration.  
Project funds in NEIPMC 
 
Plan to do NC for full amount, include a budget for an in-person WG meeting. 
 
 
 

The next conference call will take place Tuesday, December 2, 2014 at 2:30 Central (3:30 Eastern). 
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